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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On September 09, 2020, at 1040 hours, PG&E conducted re-energization operations on the 

Stanislaus 1701 17kV Distribution Circuit after a planned Public Safety Power Shutoff (“PSPS”), 

which included required patrols following the “weather all clear.” A fire reportedly started near a 

residential structure at in Murphys (“Incident Location”), which is served 

by an underground (“UG”) portion of the Stanislaus 1701 17kV Distribution Circuit (“Incident 

Circuit”). At 1046 hours, PG&E began receiving multiple SmartMeter™ auto-generated 

notifications that indicated  an outage on the portion of the UG Incident Circuit, resulting in Line 

Recloser 7144 (“LR 7144”) to lock-out, which impacted 745 downstream customers. At 1050 

hours, troubleshooters responded to the Incident Location and observed fire at an AC Unit, 

sewer pump, two vehicles, and vegetation. At 1111 hours, CAL FIRE responded to extinguish 

the fire. Multiple faulted areas of direct bury (“DB”) primary UG #2AL XLP-CONC-HDPE/#2AL-

PE-CONC cables/splices were discovered in the same general area on the source side of the 

Incident Location, which affected all three phases of the circuit and were subsequently 

repaired.1 The affected six splices and sections of cable were retained as evidence for 

subsequent examination. 

The incident was reported in a timely manner to the CPUC on May 17, 2021, at 1310 hours 

under the Property Damage criterion after PG&E received and reviewed several claims 

associated with the Incident Location only, which collectively estimated be in excess of $50,000.  

The Electric Incident Investigations (“EII”) group conducted an investigation and this report 

summarizes the findings of the investigation. 

PG&E performed an event analysis, which included interviews with PG&E personnel, as well as 

a review of the cable asset history, maintenance history, a review of patrol and inspection 

records, maintenance history, field observations, residential solar/storage system analysis 

power quality analysis, SmartMeter™ data analysis, reliability analysis, failure analysis, weather 

analysis, fire department investigation report analysis, system protection analysis, control center 

analysis, and internal guidance analysis. This analysis concluded there is insufficient evidence 

to support that the PG&E outage caused any damage to customer equipment. We do not 

believe our equipment caused an above ground fire and we are unable to determine the direct 
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cause as well as origin of the fire, which could have originated at a customer-owned air 

conditioning (“AC”) unit or by other unknown sources beyond our control. 

PG&E’s Applied Technology Services (“ATS”) examined the six retained splices and associated 

cable segments. Analysis determined the incident likely resulted in three dielectric breakdown 

failures in two separate locations. One failure was of the cable near a splice, but not associated 

with the splice itself. The likely cause for the failure of the cable part of this sample was due to 

dielectric insulation breakdown of the cable shortly after switching operations to re-energize the 

Incident Circuit. The cause of the insulation dielectric breakdown could not be determined due to 

the severe arcing damage. Two splices failed, resulting in severe arcing damage that severed the 

conductor at the edge of the crimped connection and burned through the splice housing. The 

most likely cause of the failure is due to dielectric breakdown of the splice housing located at the 

edge of the conductor crimp shortly after switching operations to re-energize the Incident Circuit. 

The direct cause of splice insulation dielectric breakdown could not be determined due to the 

severe arcing damage. The failures occurred shortly after switching operations required to re-

energize the Incident Circuit. Switching operations likely resulted in a momentary voltage 

transient, which although considered a normal electrical phenomenon, stressed the aged 

insulation initiating the failure sequence2. 

In 2017, PG&E identified near end-of-life underground cable infrastructure for replacement in 

the subject subdivision (Forest Meadows), including the Incident Location, through its current 

control – The 56A Reliability Related Cable Replacement Program, which was earmarked for 

replacement in phases. Infrastructure in the area was generally of 1979-1984 vintage. This 

included the faulted subject cables/splices, which were replaced after the incident as required 

for emergency repairs. All underground planned reliability hardening work (including, but not 

limited to: cables, transformers, an additional interrupter, sectionalizing switch, etc.) in the 

Forest Meadows subdivision, including Incident Location, was completed by June 20, 2021, 

mitigating the likelihood of unplanned outage recurrences.  

PG&E prioritizes the safety of the public and its employees throughout its territory. PG&E’s 

current risk model and asset management plans are sufficient given the circumstances and 

2 See DRU4406_Atch02_ATS Report_CONF.pdf 
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extent of condition. Namely, PG&E strikes a reasonable balance between the need to address 

aging underground facilities with priority overhead conductor replacements in High Fire Threat 

Districts as well as PG&E’s ongoing commitment to wildfire risk mitigation work. This is 

achieved in part by monitoring asset condition through patrols and inspections consistent with 

General Order (“GO”) 165, and targeted conductors that pose the highest risk of failure (i.e., 

likelihood and consequence), thereby reducing failures that could lead to an ignition or other 

safety hazard. PG&E will continue to evaluate the outcomes of hazard controls and assess if 

additional controls are needed to further mitigate the risk associated with this incident. 

A cause-factor tree analysis was performed, and no corrective or general actions were identified 

as a result of the investigation beyond emergency repairs completed in September of 2020 and 

planned reliability enhancement work concluded in June of 2021. No non-compliances or non-

conformances were identified. 

Additional insights were made throughout the course of the investigation, resulting in updates to 

data requests submitted to the CPUC on December 03, 20213. This report reflects those 

updates. 

This report concludes PG&E’s investigation into this incident. Unless otherwise noted herein, 

where there are conflicts between this report and previous PG&E reports related to this incident, 

this report shall take precedence. If additional information becomes available with the potential 

to affect the conclusions of this investigation, PG&E reserves the right to re-open this 

investigation. All times, customer counts, and measurements in this report are approximate. 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

On September 09, 2020, at 1040 hours, PG&E conducted re-energization operations on the 

Stanislaus 1701 Distribution Circuit after a PSPS, which included required post event patrols. A 

fire reportedly started near a residential structure at the Incident Location, which is served by a 

UG portion of the Incident Circuit. At 1045 hours, PG&E received multiple SmartMeter™ auto-

generated notifications indicating an outage on the portion of the UG Incident Circuit, resulting in 

LR 7144 to lock-out, impacting 745 downstream customers. At 1050 hours, troubleshooters 

3 PG&E submitted an updated data response to the CPUC on January 26, 2023, updating responses to 
questions 2, 3, 17, 18 and 22. 
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responded to the Incident Location and observed fire at an AC Unit, sewer pump, two vehicles, 

and vegetation. At 1111 hours, CAL FIRE responded to extinguish the fire. Several faulted 

areas of DB primary UG #2AL XLP-CONC-HDPE/#2AL-PE-CONC cables/splices were 

discovered in the same general area source side of the Incident Location, which affected all 

three phases of the circuit and were subsequently repaired. 

The incident was reported to the CPUC on May 17, 2021, at 1310 hours under the Property 

Damage criterion after PG&E received and reviewed several claims associated to the Incident 

Location which collectively totaled in excess of $50,000, triggering an investigation by the 

Electric Incident Investigations (“EII”) group. This report summarizes the findings of the 

investigation. 

3. EXTENT OF CONDITION

An extent of condition (“EOC”) analysis was performed to determine if the company is at risk for 

the same or similar occurring event(s). As the primary cause and origin of the fire is unknown, 

the primary focus was to find any similar company exposure that could adversely impact electric 

reliability to PG&E customers.  

3.1. EIR Database 

A search of PG&E’s Electric Incident Reporting (“EIR”) database was performed for a date 

range between 01/2017 to 10/2022 with the below criteria outlined in Table 2 (excluding this 

incident). Excluding duplicates, a total of 27 incidents were found4. Out of the 27 incidents, two 

underground equipment failures (one elbow failure and one elbow failure/reducer plug failure) 

occurred due to apparent insulation degradation, and one non-related event resulted in an 

apparent ignition5. However, the suspected initiating event was not identified as attributable to 

PG&E equipment. 

4 EI170611A, EI180820B, EI181108A, EI181108B, EI190414A, EI190518A, EI190628A, EI190822A, 
EI190906A, EI190915A, EI190920A, EI200212A, EI200413A, EI200507A, EI200525A, EI200621A, 
EI200809A, EI200814A, EI200814B, EI2000815A, EI200909A,  EI201130A, EI210919A, EI210125B, 
EI210726A, EI220503A, EI220611A. 
5 EI200212A and EI200525A. One additional incident, EI220611A is under investigation and final results 
are not currently available. 
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Five incidents were returned between 2020-2022 that met the above criteria. EII reviewed the 

data further to determine if there could be any potential parallel factors. Upon a high-level 

review, the following two incidents may have some commonalities as far as equipment failures8: 

• 05/18/22 - Underground 600amp straight splice related to a 21kV circuit failed which

resulted in an outage, and a fire within a utility box which spread to surrounding grass.

• 05/26/22 - Underground 600amp straight splice in a splice box related to a 21kV circuit

failed which resulted in a vegetation fire.

Note: Subject splices related to this incident are 200amp. 

3.3. Underground Cables 

PG&E experiences roughly 1,000 cable system (cables, splices, elbows, and terminations) 

related equipment failures per year in its distribution cable systems. This does not factor in 

failures attributed to external forces such as 3rd party dig-ins, animals or weather related. 

Approximately 60% of these failures are cable failures; the remaining are splices, elbows, and 

other termination failures. The majority of these failures occur on local loop underground cables, 

predominately on unjacketed HMWPE Cable-in-Conduit. Cable failures on underground 

systems, such as this incident, do not typically release explosive levels of energy. However, 

cable analysis over the years has found unjacketed cables with varying degree of neutral 

corrosion throughout PG&E’s system. Prior analysis suggests that severely deteriorated 

neutrals can cause stray voltages which can pose safety risk.9 

Splices are not currently considered to be major equipment and are typically considered to be a 

continuation of the cable/conductor. As a result, PG&E does not keep comprehensive location 

records of underground splice locations. PG&E does not currently plan to begin tracking all 

installed or future underground splices due to reasons previously mentioned, and because from 

an overall Electric Operations asset class perspective, distribution underground 

connectors/splices are typically not considered high risk. 

8 One of the five incidents, EI211217A is currently still under investigation and results are not available. 
9 TD-8106 - See Distribution Line Underground Asset Management Plan (Excludes network cables, 
Publication Date: 11/05/21, Rev. 02). See Page 17 of 58. Stated information is subject to change based 
upon review of additional data/failure analysis. 
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case, the cable was direct bury installed as was a historical practice in some applications. UG 

XLPE cable was sometimes historically phased in local electrical loops, but it did not become 

the preferred choice until the late 1970’s. XLPE cable has an annual failure rate of about 1.8 

failures per 100 miles, based on 2019 and 2013 averages.15 Approximately 30 percent of XLPE 

cable is unjacketed. PG&E now installs EPR cable since the late 1990’s in conduit and is utilized 

for most new installations. The annual failure rate of this cable is about .03 failures per 100 

miles. 

PG&E estimates that underground splices, as well as elbows and terminations, may have a 

lower expected life expectancy than values outlined in Table 116. However, there can be other 

factors which can extend or diminish life expectancy of an asset. 

4. EVENT SUMMARY

Please refer to the 20-Day Report submitted to the CPUC on June 15, 2021, as well as the 

Amended 20-Day Report submitted on June 22, 2021. 

4.1. Event Timeline 

2017 

• PG&E Forest Meadows Reliability Project - PG&E identifies electrical UG infrastructure

for replacement due to a history of UG cable failures utilizing a multi-phased approach.

The Incident Location was identified as a ‘Phase One’ priority.

September 07, 2020 

• 2307 hours - Proactive de-energization begins on Stanislaus 1701 Distribution Circuit

(“Incident Circuit”) for PSPS Event as the Incident Circuit is located in a HFTD. Circuit

Breaker 1701/2 opened.

• 2307 hours - Incident Location Electric SmartMeter™ powers down along with other

SmartMeters™ on the Incident Circuit.

15 See TD-8106 - Underground Cable Asset Management Plan (Publication Date: 11/05/21, Rev. 02), 
Page 13 of 58. 
16 See ATS report and internal PG&E email dated 11/29/22. Other factors may affect the life expectancy 
of assets. PG&E does not currently track this specific data. 
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• 2324 hours - LR 7144 proactively opened via SCADA on the de-energized circuit.

September 09, 2020 

• 1040 hours - PG&E conducts re-energization/sectionalizing operations on the

Stanislaus 1701 Distribution Circuit following the planned PSPS event, to the area

downstream of LR 7144 prior to closing it.17 No damages were found at the time.

• 1041 hours - LR 1744 is closed via SCADA, restoring 745 downstream customers.

• 1041 hours to 1047 hours - SmartMeters™ begin re-energizing, including the Incident

Location.

• Beginning at 1046 hours - 1047 hours - PG&E receives multiple SmartMeter™ auto-

generated notifications indicating an outage on the Incident Circuit, including the Incident

Location.

• 1048 hours - LR 1744 opens via Sensitive Ground Target (“SGT"), relays and locks

open, resulting in a sustained outage affecting 745 customers18.  Subsequent switching

performed in order to isolate the area of the suspected underground trouble (Load side

of LR 1744).

• 1050 hours - PG&E dispatches a troubleshooter to patrol the circuit downstream from

LR 1744 for possible trouble, including the Incident Location. A second troubleshooter is

dispatched to assist.

• 1100 hours - PG&E troubleshooters arrive in the area of the Incident Location.

o Troubleshooters observe an AC unit, sewer pump, two vehicles and vegetation

on fire at the Incident Location.

o CAL FIRE personnel are subsequently observed extinguishing the vegetation

fire19.

• 1112 hours - CAL FIRE receives a telephonic report of a structure fire at the Incident

Location per fire report.

• 1114 hours - L593 2 of 3 (2 & 3 blown) reported open by a responding troubleshooter

found during patrols20.

• 1125 hours - CAL FIRE personnel arrive per fire report.

17 See PG&E response to CPUC Data Request Q04, submitted on December 03, 2021. 
18 LR 7144’s auto-reclosing functionality was disabled at the time as a result of the circuit or a portion 
thereof, residing inside a HFTD during fire season. 
19 It is unknown at exactly what time CAL FIRE personnel were first observed by PG&E first responders. 
20 This asset is a static device and the exact time the fuses opened is not known. 
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• 1335 hours - PG&E proceeds with determining the underground fault location(s) through

isolation and testing.

• 1350 hours - CAL FIRE controls the fire per fire report.

• 1500 hours - CAL FIRE personnel clear from the Incident Location per fire report.

• 1750 hours - PG&E dispatches a repair crew. They subsequently arrive on scene and

facilitate required replacement of damaged UG conductors/splices source-side of the

Incident Location, between Transformers T4836 - T6583, and T6583 - T6006.

• 1900 hours - Troubleshooters leave the Incident Location by this time.

September 10, 2020 

• By 2142 hours - Final restoration at the Incident Location was completed and remaining

customers are restored.

September 11, 2020 

• PG&E Foreman completes/signs emergency repair work (Priority: A-Tag) resulting from

the September 09, 2020, incident by replacing the affected cables/splices.21

July 20, 2021 

• All targeted Forest Meadows Reliability Project underground assets were replaced by

this date. This includes the subject UG cables/splices which were replaced with 3-1/0A

EPR cables in 4” conduit, Transformer T6006 (Live Front) was replaced with a dead

front unit, as well as additional sectionalizing switches/interrupter.22

5. HISTORY

5.1. Cable Asset History 

Pre-Incident: It appears the Forest Meadows primary UG electrical backbone (#2AL PE-

CONC) cables were of 1979 vintage in the development; however, the Incident Location parcel 

21 Completed EC Tags 119731471 and 119731474. 
22 See PM 74016420. T6006 live front transformer was replaced with a dead front transformer. Other 
hardening/sectionalizing equipment was also added such as an interrupter/switch, new UG cables, 
additional cable pull access points, etc. 
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was likely not developed at the time.23 In 1981, additional circuit changes were implemented in 

the subdivision as required for applicant development, including the installation of T6006, which 

later served additional customers, including the Incident Location.24 

In 1984, based upon further records research, primary UG #2AL XLP-CONC-HDPE cables were 

added with splices in preparation to serve additional customers off T6583.25 Work began on 

November 27, 1984 and was completed on December 11, 198426. Prior to the time, we believe 

the existing primary cables likely traveled from Transformer T4836 directly to Transformer 

T6006. Once T6583 was added (See Figure 1 below), cables were likely split between 

Transformer T4836 towards Transformer T6006, which required the addition of the subject UG 

cables and splices. This portion of the circuit changes were believed to be completed by 

PG&E.27 The primary cables were DB.28 

23 PG&E Legacy Job: 179344-79. Not all related job numbers may be listed related to the Forest Hills 
Development. Discussion of legacy construction as-built records is provided to the best extent and 
accuracy currently available. We conducted additional analysis during the course of this cause-evaluation 
and are updating our response to Q17, submitted to the CPUC on December 03, 2021. Refer to amended 
CPUC Data Response, Q17, submitted on January 26, 2023. 
24 PG&E Legacy Job: 16592C-81. 
25 PG&E Legacy Job: 113842E-84. 
26 In response to CPUC Data Request Q17, submitted December 03, 2021, PG&E indicated the subject 
cable span was installed in 1979; however, after further investigation, we believe installation of the 
additional cables/splices occurred in 1984. Refer to amended CPUC Data Request Q17, submitted 
January 26, 2023. 
27 It appears the applicant/developer may have performed some of the initial excavation, backfilling, 
conduit installation, (See Job 179344-79) prior to 1979. Despite a reasonable search of legacy records, 
PG&E is not able to draw any further conclusions based upon available records. Refer to amended CPUC 
Data Request Q2.b, submitted January 26, 2023. 
28 Soil conditions are/were known to be rocky/lava rock which we believe may have made installation 
more challenging historically. Excavation tools and methods have generally improved over time. See As-
Built Legacy Job 113842E-84. 
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• June 29, 2018 – No abnormal conditions identified at the Incident Location or

surrounding areas.

• August 25, 2019 – No abnormal conditions identified at the Incident Location or

surrounding areas.

5.3. GO 165 Inspection Records 

GO 165 Patrol Records were reviewed, which showed no findings. 

• September 11, 2013 - No abnormal conditions identified at the Incident Location or

surrounding areas.

• September 28, 2016 - No abnormal conditions identified at the Incident Location or

surrounding areas.

Note: As primary UG assets (cables/splices) in the area were DB, patrols and inspections of the 

specific infrastructure were limited to available access/termination points (i.e. vaults, manholes, 

transformers, etc.) at the time. 

5.4. Maintenance History 

No equipment anomalies were noted which are believed to have caused and/or contributed to 

the cause of the fire. Moreover, there were no open, cancelled, or completed work orders at the 

time of the incident located within one span upstream and downstream of the subject 

underground cable span from two years prior to the incident29. 

EII conducted an additional search in SAP for an expanded time period from 1984 to September 

09, 2020 to better understand the maintenance history of the UG cables/splices between30: 

• Transformer T4836,

• Transformer T6583, and

• Transformer T6006

No related maintenance tags were found which suggested an equipment anomaly contributed to 

the fire. 

29 See PG&E responses to CPUC Data Request Q13, Q14, and Q15 submitted on December 03, 2021. 
30 See 20221110 SAP Excel Spreadsheet Data. 
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6. OBSERVATIONS & EVENT ANALYSIS 
 

Analysis for this event included interviews with PG&E personnel, cable asset history, a review of 

patrol and inspection records, maintenance history, field observations, power quality analysis, 

SmartMeter™ data analysis, reliability analysis, failure analysis, residential solar/storage system 

analysis, weather analysis, fire department investigation report analysis, system protection 

analysis, control center analysis, and an internal guidance analysis. This analysis concluded 

there is insufficient evidence that a PG&E outage caused any damage to customer owned 

equipment or was the source of the fire. Moreover, due to inadequate physical, documentary, 

photographic, percipient witness statements, fire department cause-origin investigation (See 

Section 6.4 below), or ability to examine customer wiring/protection equipment at the time of the 

incident, PG&E is not able to establish the direct cause of the fire and resulting customer 

property damage. 

6.1. Field Observations 

 

On September 09, 2022, responding troubleshooters observed CAL FIRE personnel were on 

site and in the process of extinguishing an active vegetation fire. The troubleshooters observed 

an AC unit, a sewer pump, two vehicles, and vegetation on fire. 

  

After the scene was deemed safe, the troubleshooters determined the fault occurred to DB 

underground cables/splices just source side of the circuit feeding the Incident Location (source 

side of Transformer T6006) as indicated in Figure 3 below. PG&E did not take acquire post-

incident photographs of the damaged splices/cables in place after excavation and prior to 

repairs at the time. However, a responding troubleshooter did obtain digital images of the 

T6006, a portion of the Incident Location structure, some customer exterior wiring, plastic 

conduit, etc. The subject splices and small sections of cable inside were retained as evidence 

after removal; however, their originating location was not documented. We also do not know if 

other non-related utilities were in proximity PG&E’s UG equipment at the time. PG&E continues 

to improve record keeping through improved standards such as TD-2060S – Emergency 

Electric Corrective Documentation Standard (Rev. 0, Publication Date: 06/07/22, Rev. 1) which 

enhances compliance with General Order 95, Rule 18. TD-2060S and requires that photos be 
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taken of abnormal conditions31. Additionally, a web based, First Responder Evidence Training 

(CORP-200WBT), was added since the occurrence of this incident, which reinforces PG&E’s 

current evidence procedures32. 

Figure 3: Map showing the approximate location of faulted cables/splices. 

Two customers receive power from T6006. To date, PG&E has only received claims from the 

Incident Location and not the other customer at  nor any other customers 

load side of LR 1744 in the Forest Meadows Subdivision. The lack of additional claims supports 

circumstantially that the fire/electrical outage could have started locally at the Incident Location’s 

AC Unit or other unknown circumstances on the customer side of the electrical circuit. PG&E is 

not aware of any other reported property damage to customer equipment in the subdivision.  

Additionally, T6006 remained in service after the incident without any required repairs 

(subsequently replaced as a result of the planned reliability project by 2021), which is also 

evidence that suggests the specific transformer was operating without any known equipment 

31 In rare and extreme cases where a photo cannot be taken, the field is directed to provide a detailed 
description/reason of the condition found in lieu of photos. 
32 LAW-3001P-01 – Claims Evidence Procedure (Effective Date: 03/19) and LAW-3001P-02 – First 
Responders Evidence Procedure (Effective Date: 06/21/19, Rev. 0). 
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issues. Moreover, no visible damage is seen in the post-incident troubleshooter images of 

T6006 below (Figures 4-5).  

 

Transformer T6006, a 1981 vintage 25kV pad-mount unit (120/240 single-phase Low Side 

Voltage), was in service at the time of the incident, and was a self-protected unit33. Although the 

transformer was not equipped with High Side self-protection functionality, the Low Side had an 

internal circuit breaker (“CB”). The CB was designed to protect the transformer, not the 

secondary service feeder to the customer’s main electrical panel. As noted in Section 4 above 

(Timeline), a responding troubleshooter observed 2 of 3 fuses open at L593 (source-side of the 

Incident Location), which is consistent with two High Side legs at T6006 subsequently being de-

energized when the fuses opened. Theoretically, if this occurs, no current would be sent through 

the transformer’s primary coil. This in turn would make it not feasible to generate secondary 

voltages on the Low Side of T6006 to the two customer service lines. Pursuant to Tariff Electric 

Rule 2 Section E, customers are required to have electrical protection devices: 

 

• It shall be the applicant’s responsibility to furnish, install, inspect, and keep in good and 

safe condition at his own risk and expense, all appropriate protective devices of any kind 

or character, which may be required to properly protect the applicant’s facilities.  

 
We do not know if the customer was in compliance with Tariff Electric Rule 2, Section E. 

 
33 See WO 16592C-81. 
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10/23/18 Tesla sends email correspondence to PG&E with a final permit. Tesla indicates the job 
was split (battery and solar) due to battery inventory shortages. 

01/14/19 Final Permit with corrected scope of work submitted to PG&E. 
02/20/19 Complete application received by PG&E. 
02/27/19 PG&E grants Permission to Operate (“PTO”)39 
04/04/19 (Customer/renter contacts PG&E to have service setup at the Incident Location) as of 

05/01/19. 
05/11/20 FAS Tag 9256928126 – PG&E Metering Tech. engages SMOC to provision a newly 

installed SmartMeter™ Badge for NEMS. 
Table 3: Incident Location Solar/Battery Storage History 
 

6.3. Power Quality Analysis 

 

The current SmartMeter™ at the Incident Location records at a 60-minute interval, phase-to-

phase (240V) so there is no visibility on the neutral. From the SmartMeter™ data, there is no 

data on the day of the incident (likely due to the PSPS event), but the data shows there was no 

abnormal steady-state voltage or usage leading up to the incident. Voltage was within Tariff 

Rule 2 limits, +/-5% of 240V (See Figure 12).  

 
This location was being served by a 25kVA single phase 120/240V transformer. There are a 

total of two customers on the transformer. During the month of the incident (September of 

2020), the peak demand on the transformer was 13.9kVA. This is below the 25kVA rating of the 

transformer, so the transformer was not overloaded at the time of the incident (See Figure 13). 

 
Since there was no Power Quality Monitor installed at this location, PG&E is not able to 

leverage additional data to show what may have happened at the time of the incident. Monitors 

are typically installed when customers may raise concerns about potential power quality related 

issues. Monitors are also installed to gain a better understanding of possible electrical 

anomalies. They are not typically installed to record customer-side electrical equipment 

anomalies; however, PG&E continues to consider technology enhancements as business needs 

arise40. 

 

 
Interconnection was not able to find a copy of the submitted email correspondence in PG&E’s system of 
record, SAP. However, PG&E does have record of a 07/16/18 acknowledgement email. 
39 Engineering results determined the project’s export capacity would have no impact on PG&E’s 
electrical grid (based upon provided values). 
40 See CAP 123571954 as an example – Recommendation to perform a feasibility assessment of single-
phase [phase-to-phase] residential customer SmartMeters to determine if any alterations can be made to 
detect open neutral conditions. CAP initiated as a result of a non-related EII incident investigation. 
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• Winter Emergency: 168 amps 

#2AL PE-CONC: 
• Summer Normal: 178 amps 

• Winter Normal: 183 amps 

• Summer Emergency: 219 

• Winter Emergency: 222 

 

The average and peak load for the subject circuit (at the circuit breaker) for the 12 consecutive 

months prior to the incident was42: 

 
• 12 Month Average: 30.87355 AMPS 

• 12 Month Peak: 429.0109 AMPS 

 
 
September 09, 2020 SCADA loading data from LR 7144 indicated no overloading conditions 

existed from 1030 hours to 1230 hours, which includes the reported fire’s start time (See Figure 

14 below).  

  

 
Figure 14: LR 1744 Loading Profile on September 09, 2020. 

 

6.4. SmartMeter™ Data Analysis 

The Incident Location SmartMeter™ Badge was replaced on May 11, 2020 with a 

new SmartMeter™ Badge  after field testing was performed by a PG&E metering 

 
42 See PG&E response to CPUC Data Response Q20, submitted on December 03, 2021. 
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customer side, returned to PG&E’s electrical grid.47 During this time period, EII makes the 

following general observations: 

 

• Time Period 1: From about January 01, 2020 to July 10, 2020, returned electricity from 

the customer’s generation/storage system to PG&E’s electrical grid was recorded and 

appears generally consistent as far as time range. 

o Note: On May 05, 2020, the customer contacted PG&E’s solar department to 

dispute a ~$3,200 electric ‘true-up’ invoice which was escalated to a supervisor 

after multiple profanities were used by the customer (See Time Period 2 below). 

• Time Period 2: From about July 11, 2020 to about January 11, 2021, no return 

electricity was recorded from the customer’s solar generation system to PG&E’s 

electrical grid. This time period includes the incident date. 

• Time Period 3: From about January 12, 2021 to July 08, 2021, PG&E recorded sporadic 

electricity return from the customer to PG&E’s electrical grid. The amount of returned 

electricity appears to be considerably less than Time Period 1.  

• Time Period 4: From about November 08, 2021 to December 15, 2021, no return 

electricity was recorded from the customer’s solar generation system to PG&E’s 

electrical grid. 

 

EII is unable to establish a direct link between the cause of the fire and the below SmartMeter™ 

data observations. 

 

Of Note: 
• No PG&E recorded SmartMeter™ data to support returned electricity during Time Period 

2 from the customer to PG&E’s electrical grid, including the date of the fire incident. 

• Returned energy appears decreased from Time Period 3 versus Time Period 1. 

• No recorded SmartMeter™ data to support return electricity during Time Period 4.  

6.5. Reliability Analysis 

EII conducted a search of the CC&B database for evidence of any reliability concerns regarding 

customers in the area of the Incident Location, Forest Meadows. An August 31, 2017, a CPUC 

 
47 DRU4406_Atch05_TeradataInterval Data_Murphys_Incident Location_CONF.xlsx. See Column ‘H’ – 
Energy Direction Codes. Value ‘R’ indicates electricity returned from the customer to PG&E’s electrical 
grid and value ‘D’ signifies electricity delivery from PG&E’s grid to the customer. 
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The aforementioned complaint was recognized and incorporated into the Forest Meadows 

Reliability Project mentioned below. 

 

EII also requested the following addresses be checked for prior power related complaints from 

September 09, 2020 to 2016 when PG&E’s Voltage Reliability Team was formed. The below 

addresses were in close proximity to the Incident Location, with the exception of

 as noted above. All locations are load side of LR 1744.  

 
•  Murphys 

•  Murphys 

•  Murphys 

•  Murphys 

 
The Voltage Reliability Team does not have a record of complaints from any of the above 

customer locations. 

 

Forest Meadows Reliability Project - In 2017, PG&E identified the existing electrical UG 

infrastructure for replacement due to a history of UG cable equipment cable failures 

downstream from Fuse L593 in phases, with consideration of risk prioritization and resource 

allocation.48 As such, the section of cables/splices repaired as a result of the September 09, 

2020 incident were not upgraded until 2021 pursuant to our Reliability Related Cable 

Replacement Program (“56A Program”). Since, PG&E’s upgraded underground EPR cables are 

now in conduit, adding extra protection from potential external forces and increasing reliability. 

Live front transformers were also replaced with updated dead front transformers as well as 

related hardware in addition to additional sectionalizing devices. 

 

On August 11, 2022, EII performed a FocalPoint outage query for the Incident Circuit for a time 

period between January 01, 2017 to August 04, 2022 to determine if additional outages 

occurred. An additional five unplanned outages were found which affected customers 

downstream from Fuse L593 in the Forest Hills Development.49  

 
48 56A Reliability Related Cable Replacement Program. See PM 74016420 and PM 31360765. 
49 FocalPoint is PG&E’s system of outage recording. Transformer level outages and above. See 
20220811 FocalPoint 01_01_17__08_04_22_Stanislaus 1701.xls; ILIS: 18-0040591, 18-0056942, 18-
0067890, 19-0079871, 20-0107252.  
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PG&E prioritizes the safety of the public and its employees throughout its territory. PG&E’s 

current risk model and asset management plans are sufficient given the circumstances and 

extent of condition. Namely, PG&E strikes a reasonable balance between the need to address 

aging underground facilities with priority overhead conductor replacements in High Fire Threat 

Districts as well as PG&E’s ongoing commitment to wildfire risk mitigation work. This is 

achieved in part by monitoring asset condition through patrols and inspections consistent with 

GO 165, and targeted conductors that pose the highest risk of failure (i.e. likelihood and 

consequence), thereby reducing failures that could lead to an ignition or other safety hazard. 

PG&E will continue to evaluate the outcomes of the hazard controls and assess if additional 

controls are needed to further mitigate the risk associated with this incident.  

6.6. Failure Analysis50 

Applied Technology Services (“ATS”) conducted a non-destructive examination of the failed 

cables/splice(s). The cause for the vegetation fire as well as the property damage at the Incident 

Location due to the failed cables was beyond the scope of ATS investigation. Ultimately, ATS 

determined the failure of the splice and conductor was due to insulation dielectric breakdown 

during switching operations to re-energize the circuit. The cause of the insulation dielectric 

breakdown cannot be determined due to severe arcing damage. 

 

The subject splices were identified as manufactured by Elastimold in 1984 and were of the Type 

25s, 125kV BIL. This is consistent with the date of installation, outlined in Subsection 5.1 above. 

The splices are premolded permanent splices for underground cables. Cables were identified as 

XLPE and met construction standards at the time of installation. 

 

Two of the splices failed due to arcing and resulted in complete separation of the aluminum 

conductor within the splice and complete burn through of the splice housing. Failure of the 

aluminum conductor occurred at the edge of one of the crimped splices adjacent to the XLPE. 

Melted metal and high-temperature oxidation from arcing obliterated any damage features that 

may point to why the conductor failed. However, close-up visual inspection of the strands of the 

 
50 See DRU4406_Atch02_ATS Report_CONF.pdf 
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aluminum conductor on the intact section of the splice revealed assembly defects such as cuts, 

nicks, and scrapes on the surface. Cuts, nicks, scratches, or scrapes which reduce the 

conductor's overall cross-sectional area, reduce the current carrying capability of the conductor 

due to the resulting increased resistance offered by the reduced cross-sectional area.  

 

The cables at the Incident Location have a total connected load of 50kVA and a maximum 

expected load of 4.28 amps with both transformers loaded to 150 percent of rated capacity. The 

#2 7-strand AAC cable has a rated ampacity of approximately 160 amps (PG&E UG-1). Due to 

the cable at Incident Location only being loaded to approximately 3 percent of capacity, the slight 

reduction in current carrying capacity due to cuts, nicks, and scrapes is insignificant and did not 

contribute to the failure. The location of the splice failure is at the edge of the crimped cable 

termination which is likely the highest electrical stress inside the splice housing which likely 

dielectric breakdown of the splice housing insulation resulting in complete failure of the conductor 

and splice housing. The cause of the dielectric breakdown cannot be determined due to the 

significant arcing damage. 

 

The incident resulted in three dielectric breakdown failures in two separate locations. Fault data 

indicates that this fault was a long duration high impedance line-to-ground fault. An initiating 

failure energized the concentric neutral system and due to the high impedance ground return 

path, the concentric neutral system likely experienced a voltage rise of approximately 10kV. This 

additional voltage put additional voltage stress on the intact phase cables and likely caused 

dielectric breakdown of the cable and splice.    

 

Equipment Failure Mode: 
• Failure of the splice and conductor due to insulation dielectric breakdown likely 

during switching operations to re-energize the circuit. Switching operations likely 

resulted in a momentary voltage transient that stressed the aged insulation initiating 

the failure sequence.  

 
Direct Cause of Equipment Failure: 

• The direct cause of insulation dielectric breakdown cannot be determined due to 

severe arcing damage. 
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The subject span cables submitted to ATS were examined and have the following attributes51: 

 

• Type: #2AL-XLP-CON-HDPE52 

• Manufacturer: Alcoa Kama 

• Size: 2 AWG 

• Rating: 22kV 

• Number of Strands: 7 

• Complete Cable Diameter: 0.292 Inches 

• Individual Strand Diameter: .0974 Inches 

 

Additionally, the below cable type, as mentioned in Section 5.1 (Cable Asset History) are known 

to have the following attributes53: 

• Type: #2AL PE-CONC 
• Manufacturer: Not known 

• Size: 2AWG 

• Rating: 22kV 

• Nominal O.D. Over Jacket 

• Insulation Thickness: 295 Mils 

• Semi-Conductor Jacket: 30  Mils 

• Equiv. Cu Size of Concentric Neutral: 4 

• Approximate Outside Diameter Over Concentric Wires: 1.16 Inches 

6.7. Weather Analysis 

The closest weather observation site was approximately 2.61 miles north-northeast of the 

Incident Location. It was a seasonal and dry day at the Incident Location on September 09, 

 
51 This information supplements our response to CPUC Data Request Q16, submitted on November 03, 
2021. Also see ATS report for further details. 
52 #2AL - Two aluminum conductors, XLP - Cross-linked polyethylene insulation, CON - Ground shield 
composed concentric wire/concentric neutral, HDPE - High-density polyethylene outer jacket (Plow-in 
Cable). Data provided resulted from examination of only one cable and PG&E is not able to provide 
additional data on the remaining cable segments. Response is provided to the extent data is reasonably 
available. 
53 Engineering Standard 039955 - Cables for Underground Distribution, Sheet No. 12, Rev.1, Dated: 
05/17/83 - Material Code 29-8193. See Table 6 and 13. Response is provided to the extent data is 
reasonably available. ATS received only jacketed cables and values provided are strictly from the design 
drawing. 
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2020. A high temperature of 79.0% Fahrenheit was reached at 1220 hours. A low temperature 

of 64.8% Fahrenheit was reached at 0050 hours. The relative humidity was at its highest at 37% 

at 2250 hours and it was its lowest 11% at 0110 hours. The strongest wind gust recorded was 

10.4 mph at 1620 hours. 

 

On September 09, 2020, from 1000 hours to 1100 hours, the temperature was between 72% 

Fahrenheit to 76% Fahrenheit and relative humidity was between 23% to 26%. The strongest 

wind gust was 7.4 mph at 1100 hours.  

 

EII did not identify weather as contributing to the fire and resulting property damage. 

6.8. Fire Department Investigation Report Analysis 

The latitude and longitude listed in the Fire Investigation Report was near  

Figure 17: Google Earth overhead view of CAL FIRE reported fire location 

 

CAL FIRE indicated the probable general origin of the fire was located towards the Incident 

Location’s AC condenser unit; however, the cause is listed as undetermined.  

 
The report also indicates: 
 
Wildland Fire Details: 
 

• Fuel Model at Origin: Annual Grasses 
• Heat Source: Undetermined 
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the day prior to the incident and may not reflect actual conditions on September 09, 2020, the 

date of the fire. EII does not know if CAL FIRE collected any potential physical evidence 

(customer equipment, photos, eye-witness statement[s]), etc. which could aid in the 

determination of the origin and cause of the fire. Moreover, Witness

(customer) was listed as an involved party in the CAL FIRE Investigation Report, but EII does 

not have access to her direct statement or have knowledge if it was obtained near or at the time 

of the occurrence of the incident56. 

 

Additionally, EII determined the following factors are currently unknown, and not mentioned in 

the fire department report: 

 

• The fire report indicates when power was turned back on after the wind event, the AC 

conditioner breaker tripped; however, EII does not know if a precipitating event on the 

customer side of the electrical circuit caused and/or contributed to this action and 

subsequent fire. 

• The fire report did not mention customer generator usage and EII does not know if a 

potential backfeed situation could have caused and/or contributed to the fire and/or 

PG&E UG cable/splice equipment failure. 

o A responding PG&E troubleshooter observed a generator was in use by the 

customer, but does not have any further details such as: 

 If the customer-supplied portable generation was in use at the time of the 

start of the fire or how it was connected electrically. 

 If there was any possible backfeed from customer-supplied generation to 

PG&E’s electrical grid. 

6.9. System Protection Analysis 

As mentioned earlier, the portion of the circuit where the faulted primary cables/splices were 

located were DB underground assets. Required PSPS pre-energization patrols were conducted 

before energization and no potential hazards were found which are believed to have caused 

and/or contributed to the underground fault or fire. The patrol included overhead assets 

including LR 7144 where no damages or issues were found.57  

 
56 Witness accounts obtained in a timely fashion during or shortly after an incident can tend to be the 
most accurate. 
57 See PG&E response to Q04, submitted to the CPUC on December 03, 2021. 
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visual indication of failure, such as a downed wire, to confirm the fault location. There is also 

little SCADA visibility in PG&E’s underground circuits. Operators and troubleshooters typically 

rely on devices such as interrupters and fault indicators (“FI’s") to isolate an outage to a smaller 

section of the circuit. However, as mentioned above in Section 6.8, an interrupter was not part 

of the protection scheme at the time, but was added as an enhancement via the reliability 

project in 2021. 

 

If an entire circuit trips, hazard reports are often the only clue that can lead to the fault 

location. However, if there is a hazard report it means that equipment may have already failed 

and as a result, troubleshooting typically begins in the suspected general area of the fault 

beginning where access points exist (if known – load side of L593), as was in this case. 

 

To isolate a fault when the hazard area is not reported or the particular faulted section of circuit 

is not known, the operator coordinates with field personnel to energize, or “test,” smaller and 

smaller sections of the circuit until it remains energized without tripping. When the next 

upstream protection device holds closed like this, it is referred to as “testing good.” If the circuit 

trips again it is called “no good” (“NG”) and indicates the fault is still included in the path that 

was just tested. 

 

This methodical technique of testing a circuit enables the operator to locate an underground 

fault. However, multiple tests can damage good conductor by exposing it to fault current multiple 

times. It is also possible to further damage associated equipment at the fault location or cause 

arcing each time the fault location is re-energized, which could have occurred in this incident. 

Any additional UG fault activity that could occurred during testing, is believed to have occurred 

after the fire already began, and the Incident Location was already isolated from the primary 

electrical circuit (i.e., source transformer high-side cables were disconnected). 

 

Absent the resources for extensive conductor replacement, adding additional UG cable access 

points, and additional SCADA installation, the above described technique is the currently 

accepted practice for locating an underground fault in the distribution system if other means of 

detecting the fault location are unavailable. Procedure TD- 2700P-11 includes instructions to 

select sectionalizing points to minimize danger to life and property and to minimize the number 

of tests. 
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6.11. Internal Guidance Analysis 

 
Design Standard Document 039081- Premolded Permanent 200 AMP Splices for Primary 
Underground Cables – Engineering Standard (For Reference Only, 1971-1991)60 

This document was in existence during the time period the splices/cables were installed. The 

document provides installation instructions related to several different manufactured straight 

splices, including Elastimold, G.E., and RTE brand. 

 

The current version of the document, Design and Construction 039081 - 200-AMP Splices for 

Primary Underground Cables (Publication Date. 03/25/22, Rev 7.) provides ordering, 

installation, and application information for straight splices to be used with solid dielectric, non-

lead cable. The straight splice may be direct-buried when splicing together sections of direct-

buried PE-CONC or XLP-CONC-PVC cable. The splice should also be used to splice XLP-PVC, 

XLP-CONC-PVC, EPR-CONC-PE, and XLP-CONC to PE-CONC cable. This practice is allowed 

when making temporary repairs to re-establish operation capabilities while permanent repairs 

are completed. The current Premolded Straight Splice authorized for purchase is the 3M 

Company. 

 

Design and Construction Document 039955 – Cables for Underground Distribution (Pub. 
Date: 12/01/19, Rev. #15) 
 

• Current standard cables used in UG primary outdoor distribution applications (non-

network) is EPR (Table 1).  

• Direct bury cable is no longer permitted in new applications. 
 
Design and Construction Document 038193 – Minimum Requirements for the Design and 
Installation of Electric Conduit, Insulated Cable, and Facilities (Pub. Date. 03/25/22, Rev. 

#15) 
• Conduit requirements. 

 

 
60 Document current at the time of splice/cable installation: Premolded Permanent 200 AMP Splices for 
Primary Underground Cables 039081, 1968-1991 era, Rev’s. 6-11. Prior version: Premolded Permanent 
200 AMP Splices for Primary Underground Cables 039081, 1968-1991 era, Rev’s. 6-11. Current version 
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Design Document 063927 - Methods and Requirements for Installing Residential 
Underground Electric Services 0-600V to Customer-Owned Facilities (Pub. Date: 03/25/22, 

Rev. #24) 
• Conduit required for new residential services (Page 2 of 7) 

Construction Document 066212 - Installation of Pad-Mounted, Load-Break Junctions 
(Pub. Date: 03/25/22, Rev. #09) 

• Application, installation, and ordering information for steel, pad-mounted, load-break 

junctions using separable, insulated, load-break connectors. 

• Pad-mounted, load-break junctions may be used to sectionalize energized primary 

circuits. 

7. CAUSE & CONTRIBUTING CAUSES 

A cause factor tree analysis was performed as part of this investigation. Based upon the 

availability of limited evidence, the cause of the fire is currently undetermined. It is possible a 

customer related electrical issue could have caused the fire, although insufficient evidence was 

found to support this hypothesis61. 

 

 
61 See DRU4406_Atch01_Cause Factor Tree Analysis_CONF.pdf 
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10. REFERENCES 

Internal Documents 

• Emails 

• Bulletins 

• Training 

o First Responder Evidence Training (CORP-0200WBT) 

• Rules 

o Tariff Electric Rule 2 

o Tariff Electric Rule 16 

• Standards/Procedures 

o Construction Document 066212 - Installation of Pad-Mounted, Load-Break 

Junctions (Pub. Date: 03/25/22, Rev. #09) 

o Design and Construction Document 038193 – Minimum Requirements for the 

Design and Installation of Electric Conduit, Insulated Cable, and Facilities (Pub. 

Date. 03/25/22, Rev. #15) 

o TD-9001M -  Electric Design Manual (2018) 

o Design and Construction Document 039955 – Cables for Underground 

Distribution (Pub. Date: 12/01/19, Rev. #15) 

o Engineering Standard 039081 – Premolded Permanent 200 AMP Splices for 

Primary Underground Cables (Pub. Dates: 1968-1991 era, Rev. 06-11) 

o Interleaf Document 0309081B – Premolded Permanent 200 AMP Splices for 

Primary Underground Cables (Pub Date: 05/01/95, Rev. #00) 

o Design and Construction Document 039081 – 200 AMP Splices for Primary 

Underground Cables (Pub. Date: 03/25/22, Rev. #07) 

o Engineering Document 060436 – Replacement Cable for 12 and 22kV Cable-In-

Conduit (CIC) (Pub. Date: 05/05/05, Rev. #02) 

o Design Document 063927 - Methods and Requirements for Installing Residential 

Underground Electric Services 0-600V to Customer-Owned Facilities (Date: 

03/25/22, Rev. #24) 

o Design and Construction Document 039955 – Cables for Underground 

Distribution (Date: 12/01/19, Rev. #15) 

o TD-2700P-11 – Testing and Sectionizing Distribution Equipment (Publication 

Date: 08/15/20, Rev. #02) 
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o TD-8106 – Distribution Line Underground Asset Management Plan (Publication 

Date: 11/05/21, Rev. #02) 

o Design and Construction Document 060559 (Pub. Date: 03/25/22, Rev. #06) 

o TD-2306 Distribution Interconnection Handbook 

o TD-7001M – PG&E Greenbook (Pub. Date: 06/24/22) 

o TD-2060S – Emergency Electric Corrective Documentation Standard (Rev. 0, 

Publication Date: 06/07/22, Pub. Date: 06/07/22, Rev. 1) 

o TD-2060P – Emergency Electric Corrective Documentation Standard (Rev. #01) 

 TD-2060P-01, “Estimating for Routine Emergency Electric Corrective 

Restoration” 

 TD-2060P-02, “Routine Emergency – No Estimate Required” 

 TD-2060P-03, “Damage Claim Emergency – Estimate Required” 

 TD-2060P-04, “Mapping for Emergency Electric Corrective Restoration” 

(expected publication June 2022) 

 TD-2060P-05, “First Responder for Emergency Electric Corrective 

Restoration” (expected publication Q4 2022) 

 TD-2060P-06, “Field Crew for Emergency Electric Corrective Restoration” 

(expected publication Q4 2022) TD-2060P-07, “Inspection Compliance for 

Emergency Electric Corrective Restoration” (expected publication Q4 

2022)  

 TD-2060P-08, “Compliance for Emergency Electric Corrective 

Restoration”  

o LAW-3001P-01 – Claims Evidence Procedure (Effective Date: 03/19) 

o LAW-3001P-02 – First Responders Evidence Procedure (Effective Date: 06/19, 

Rev. 0). 

• Legacy installation records 

• ILIS Report 

• 20220811 FocalPoint 01_01_17__08_04_22_Stanislaus 1701.xls 

• Interconnection Research 

• PSPS Playbook 

• SmartMeter Data 

• Job Sketches 

• 2017 CPUC Customer Complaint 

• Meteorology Data 
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• FAS Tags 

o Tag T005068274 

o Tag T005068574 

o Tag 9256928126 

o Tag 9258234802 

o Tag 9259944746 

• SCADA Alarm Data 

• PM 74016420 and 31360765 – MWC56A Cable Replacement Outage Background and 

Project Scope. 

• PG&E Fire Damage Datasheet_Confidential.pdf 

• PG&E Incident Report_Confidential 62-0719.pdf 

 

External Documents 

 

• Fire Report 

• PG&E-CPUC Correspondence Email – Destructive Testing 

• Calaveras County Building Permit Documentation 

11.  ATTACHMENTS 

• DRU09783_Atch01_ATS Report_CONF.pdf 

• DRU09783_Atch02_EC Tag 110731474_CONF.pdf 

• DRU09783_Atch03_EC Tag 119731471_CONF.pdf 

• DRU09783_Atch04_TeradataInterval Data_Murphys_Incident Location_CONF.xlsx 

• DRU09783_Atch05_BadgeMeterList_Murphys_08122022_EventData_CONF.xlsx 

• DRU09783_Atch06_Additional Troubleshooter Photos_CONF.pdf62 

12. PREVIOUSLY COMPLETED REPORTS AND DATA REQUESTS 
 

 
62 PG&E supplemented its initial June 15, 2021, submittal of Attachment 07_Photos_CONF.pdf 
(Attachment with 20-day report, DRU-3699) by providing additional images that were taken by a 
troubleshooter shortly after the occurrence of the incident and provided to EII on November 01, 2022. 
These images, DRU09783_Atch06_Additional Troubleshooter Photos_CONF., were also provided with 
our amended data response, Q03 submitted on January 26, 2023. 
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20-Day Report 
 
20-Day Report_EI200909A.pdf, submitted to the CPUC June 15, 2021 

 

• Attachment 01_2015 patrol records_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 02_2017 patrol records_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 03_2016 inspection records_CONF.pdf 

• [Attachment 04_GO 165 inspection record is not included with this submission and will 

be provided at a later date] 

• Attachment 05_EC Tag_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 06_ILIS 20-0094369_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 07_ Photos.pdf 

• Attachment 08_Evidence Photos_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 09_Fire Report_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 10_Incident Diagram.pdf 

 
Amended 20-Day Report 
 
20-Day Report_ EI200909A - Murphys – Property Damage_Amended_CONF.pdf, submitted to 

the CPUC June 22, 2021 

• Attachment 01_2018 GO165 patrol records_Amended_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 02_2019 GO165 patrol records_Amended_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 03_2013 GO165 inspection records_Amended_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 04_2016 GO165 inspection records_Amended_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 05_EC Tag_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 06_ILIS 20-0094369_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 07_ Photos.pdf 

• Attachment 08_Evidence Photos_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 09_Fire Report_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 10_Incident Diagram.pdf 

 
Data Requests 
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PG&E - Data Request 1 - EI200909A - Murphys - Property Damage.pdf, Data Request 

submitted to the CPUC December 03, 2021. 
• Attachment 01_Q01_2016 GO165 Inspection Records_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 02_Q05_TD-2700P-11 Section 11.pdf 

• Attachment 03_Q07_EC Tag 119731474_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 04_Q07_EC Tag 119731471_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 05_Q18_Single Line Diagram Murphys_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 06_Q18_Fault span_CONF.pdf 

• Attachment 07_Q20 SCADA LR7144 Load Data.xlsx 

• Attachment 08_DRU-4406_Names_CONF.pdf 

 

PG&E Amended Data Response – DRU09783, DRU09783_Electric Incident-EI200909A-

Murphys-Property Damage_Data Request_CPUC_001.pdf, submitted to the CPUC on 

January 26, 2023. 

• DRU09783_Q03_Atch01_Additional Troubleshooter Photos_CONF.pdf 

• DRU09783_Q18_Atch01_Amended Single Line Diagram_CONF.pdf 
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